reply to handley and alexander forced to the despairing conclusion that I had found most of what the LDS tradition had put into print on the subject of environmental values and that a survey of it took less than twenty pages.
Nowhere do I "give credit to the LDS Church for every overt manifestation of anti-environmentalism in Utah," as Profs. Handley and Alexander claim. But I will say that I have not seen a single case where the Church spoke out against a particular act of environmental despoliation, and it is perhaps not unreasonable to suggest that the Church's silence in the face of so many ongoing destructive acts in Utah and elsewhere may well constitute a form of tacit consent. As I note in my article, the LDS Church is the only Christian denomination in the United States formally committed to policies of inaction on environmental issues. Given that overall environmental issues do not loom very large in either oYcial or popular Mormon literature, the essays in New Genesis do indeed appear "striking," although Handley and Alexander fail to note that I cite a number of earlier Mormon environmentalist writings as well, including scriptural sources. According to the editors of New Genesis, as of two years after its publication it had not been reviewed or even mentioned in any oYcial or unoYcial LDS publications. Apparently the message it contains does not resonate very strongly with the general Mormon reading public.
Nor do I conclude, as Handley and Alexander assert, that the "prevailing disregard for Creation," as they put it, "derives from Mormon belief." In fact I demonstrated precisely the opposite, that Mormon tradition does enjoin respect for Creation. The question I presented was one which has repeatedly been posed by environmentally-sensitive Mormons, namely, why it might be that by and large neither the majority of Mormons nor the contemporary leaders of the Church are allowing that respect to inform their lives today or the decisions they make as individuals and as a community.
Handley and Alexander's introduction of Berkhofer's critique is misplaced, since the ideals which, as they say, are not met by practice, are shown in my article to be the purported ideals of Mormonism itself and not those of another group. And if a community's ideals are deemed to be excused from responsibility for, and therefore irrelevant to that community's practice, then it may be asked what ideals are for in the rst place. I do not equate "prevailing political or cultural views in Utah as necessarily having a sound doctrinal basis and
